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March’s meeting

This March was the warmest March ever on record. And on one of those 
beautiful March nights, it was pretty hot at the magic meeting with a lecture 
from our friend down the 401 – Brantford’s own Doug Hunt.

Doug started the night with a description of his attempts and successes at 
obtaining the world stint-walking record – and his difficulties trying to maintain 
this record when the Guinness governing body changes the rules! Doug 
primarily works at events first as a stilt-walker, and later in the event as a 
walkaround magician and juggler.

A big fan of Disney, Doug is big on “atmosphere”, where he dresses in 
costumes and even carries his music on his back while on his stilts! People pay 
for atmosphere – so we should always think of the event’s atmosphere in our 
performances. Doug said that walkaround magic is like being in a parade, where 
the audience changes with every step – so we need to be very good at a few 
effects per event.

Getting attention is easy for a stilt-walker, but not as easy for the rest of 
us – but Doug says we can still get the attention we need by getting higher. He 
suggested performing while standing on a chair, or on the steps of a staircase. 
He demonstrated by standing on a chair and performing some stunts - balancing 
a newspaper on his chin, then doing some one-handed rope ties. Doug says that 
people love stunts, as they want to see you challenged and then win. So don’t 
worry if you fail – just “fail forward” – don’t give up until you get it, and your 
audience will appreciate it!

Next Meeting: 

Wednesday, April 11 7:30PM

Topic: AMBITIOUS CARD WORKSHOP!

Beal Secondary School
525 Dundas Street, London 
T-253
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We Want Your Reviews and Tricks!
Please send any original reviews, magic 

tricks or routines to:
magic_london@yahoo.ca

Doug also brought along Brent Goodnough (aka FreeWay the Happy 
Hobo Clown) who is a member of IBM Ring 49 and President of B.C.A. Family 
Entertainers. He is also a counselor with the Canadian Mental Health Association. Brent gave 
us a presentation on True Colours, where we each were able to determine the “type” of 
primary personality we have. Knowing this “type” allows us to understand the type of 
performance characteristics that we feel most comfortable with.

It was a very informative night – many thanks for Doug and Brent for 
coming and sharing with us. I’m sure we’ll see you soon!

Mark Hogan

April’s Meeting

DATE:    Wednesday, April 11
TIME:    7:30 PM 
PLACE:  Beal Secondary School

T-253

TOPIC:    Ambitious Card Workshop!

This is a workshop where we all get to work! The goal is to create a full 
Ambitious Card routine by using all the knowledge and experience of everyone 
in attendance.

We’ll all share whatever card controls, ways to find a card, etc., and put 
them all together into a complete Ambitious Card routine that we can all use.

For those of us who do not perform Ambitious Card, this is a way to learn 
some techniques and walk away with a complete, never before seen 
performance. And for those that already perform the Ambitious Card, this is a 
way to spice up your routine.

So unwrap a box of Bikes and let’s all get Ambitious!
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  CAMARADERIE: HAMILTON
Where Friends meet & New Friendships Begin

 MAY 3 - 5, 2012
Registration form

 PayPal:  http://cammagic.org/camaraderie/registration/

Name: ___________________________________CAM # _____
PLEASE  PRINT:   GIVEN  NAME FAMILY  NAME

STREET ADDRESS:___________________________________________
CITY:________________PROVINCE/STATE:______POSTAL/ZIP ________
COUNTRY:____________________  PHONE:(____)_______________________
E-MAIL: _________________________________________

CONFIRMATION  BY  E-MAIL ONLY  

PRINT NAMES AND CAM NUMBER (IF APPLICABLE) OF ALL REGISTRANTS:
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________

 ITEM        REG. ARRIVING BY JAN. 15, 2012  ARRIVING AFTER JAN. 15, 2012  TOTAL

CAM MEMBER & SPOUSE EACH $175.00 $195.00
NON-MEMBER & SPOUSE EACH $205.00 $225.00(INCLUDES1YR. MEMBERSHIP)

YOUTH 12 AND UNDER $ 50.00 $ 70.00
AWARDS BANQUET $42.00 $45.0 (ONLY AVAILABLE BEFORE APRIL 20)

CHECK BOX FOR VEGETARIAN MEAL.  
BUS TO GALA SHOW $10.00 (ONLY AVAILABLE BEFORE CONVENTION) $10.00
DANIEL GARCIA WORKSHOP HELD WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 AT 5:30PM $100.00
PAUL GERTNER WORKSHOP HELD WEDNESDAY, MAY  2 AT 8:30 PM  $65.00

WORKSHOPS AVAILABLE FOR FULL REGISTRANTS ONLY!
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

PAYABLE BY MASTERCARD, VISA, OR CHEQUE. NO PERSONAL CHEQUES ACCEPTED AFTER APRIL 1, 2012
MASTERCARD___  VISA___  #__ __ __  __* __ __ __ __*__ __ __ __* __ __ __ __
EXPIRATION DATE: _______/________
SIGNATURE:________________________________
Due to the increase in bank charges, the Board of Directors has decided that a $6.00 convenience fee will be applied 
to all credit card settlements. CHEQUES WOULD BE APPRECIATED!
FULLY REFUNDABLE UNTIL MARCH 15, 2012.
AFTER THAT DATE A $25.00 PROCESSING FEE WILL BE DEDUCTED.
CHECK BELOW  IF YOU WISH TO BE SENT:
__ PARLOUR ___ CLOSE-UP CONTEST - MUST BE REGISTERED FOR FULL CONVENTION & ATTEND AWARDS BANQUET

SEND VIDEO OF STAGE PERFORMANCE TO ARRIVE BEFORE MARCH 15.
MAIL THIS COMPLETED FORM AND FULL PAYMENT TO: CAMARADERIE REGISTRATION

 92 WATER ST., ELORA, ON  N0B 1S0
CONVENTION HOTEL: CROWNE PLAZA, 150 MAIN ST. E. HAMILTON, ON  
PHONE: 905-528-9546 or    888-528-3451 
Ask for CAM convention rate ($109.00/night) BEFORE MARCH 30, 2012
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News Of Interest

Doug Hunt lecture photos
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Scottish magician stuns crowd of shoppers
(from entertainment.stv.tv)

Fresh from selling out numerous nights in Glasgow’s Buff Club, we 
ventured to Silverburn Shopping Centre with magician-of-the-moment Ryan 
Davidson to see if he could work his magic on a host of unsuspecting shoppers.

And boy did he do just that.

http://entertainment.stv.tv/showbiz/301678-scottish-magician-of-the-
moment-ryan-davidson-stuns-crowds-in-silverburn/

In the trailer above, you can get a glimpse at some of the stunning tricks 
Ryan performs with cards and a baffling balloon performance which will have 
you going “how on earth did he do that”, or “no waaaaaay” as many of the
stunned Silverburn passers-by cried.

He really is, well, erm, magic – we were with him the whole afternoon, 
hoping to get some inside info on how he performs, but we’re still no clearer as 
to how he gets his cards to appear in the positions they do!

Ryan started out in magic after a chance meeting with a hustler, while on 
holiday in Greece, who taught him a con to hustle money from people.

This sparked an interest in modern con artists and card cheats which 
inevitably crossed over into the art of magic. He has been a serious student of 
the art ever since.

The handsome magician (he likes to be called this, he told us) has since 
gone on to enjoy sell-out shows in Glasgow’s Buff, with plans to make the 
magical evening a monthly occurrence, due to demand.

Speaking of the reaction to his shows, he said: “I have been blown away 
by the response from people. It's a big move from performing at weddings, 
parties and corporate events. It's bigger tricks involving more people.

“I do my own 90 minute show so it's taking things up a level. You can't 
write a show overnight. It's taken a long time to put it together but the response 
was well worth the wait.”

One reason for the respect Finney gets from other professionals may be 
the incredible amount of entertainment he's able to squeeze out of what seems 
to be so little. Finney's confidence is a by-product of sincerity and the audience 
connects with it and feeds it back to him. In Michael's case, sincerity and 
authenticity transform a simple mixture of character, context, humour, and 
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magic into something that not only entertains but inspires. He has received the 
Academy of Arts Award for Comedy Magician of the Year in Hollywood, and the 
Silver Lions Head from Siegfreid & Roy for comedy and magic.

Why Magicians are a Scientist’s Best Friend

A magician will instantly see the truth behind any colleague’s illusion. But 
we have a bit of an advantage: We know we are being fooled. Scientists are 
instinctive doubters who employ a rigorous method to zero in on the truth, but 
they aren’t necessarily trained to expect deception by subjects and collaborators.

THE AMAZING COLUMN

James Randi

We can’t make magicians out of scientists — we wouldn’t 
want to — but we can help scientists “think in the groove” 
— think like a magician. And we should.

For most of my life I’ve pecked away at a certain type of swindler: faith-
healers, mystics, mind-readers. Those of a certain age may remember my 
appearances on The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson — a skilled amateur 
magician himself who introduced my exposure of flummery to a huge television 
audience.

Mine was a lonely voice back then, but I’m not alone anymore. The 
immensely talented and popular Penn & Teller long ago joined me as foes of 
harmful deception, along with other magicians; the president of my foundation, 
D.J. Grothe, has a background in magic, and many of our associates are 
professional magicians, as well. They all agree with me that the Society of 
American Magicians and the International Brotherhood of Magicians should re-
establish their once very active investigations of the fakers who claim 
supernatural powers.

It’s not something that is generally done, or maybe at all – I’d love to see 
one funding grant that has a line item for the services of a magician, if 
somebody out there has one. But it is long overdue that my peers in the 
conjuring profession try to take a more active role in the elimination of nonsense 
science by joining forces with scientists, and that scientists be open to the 
proposition.

Please bear with me while I offer you a peek behind the curtain, a cursory 
glance at what we magicians are — and aren’t. First, we’re entertainers, actors, 
showbiz people who have as our primary objective the delight of our audiences. 
We’re deceivers, yes, taking on roles and characters to express our art, just as 
any actor does.
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We are not scientists — with a few rare but important exceptions, like 
Ray Hyman and Richard Wiseman. But our highly specific expertise comes 
from knowledge of the ways in which our audiences can be led to quite false 
conclusions by calculated means — psychological, physical and especially 
sensory, visual being rather paramount since it has such a range of variety.

The fact that ours is a concealed art as well as one designed to confound 
persons of average and advanced thinking skills — our typical audience —
makes it rather immune to ordinary analysis or solutions.

I’ve observed that scientists tend to think and perceive logically by using 
their training and observational skills — of course — and are thus often 
psychologically insulated from the possibility that there might be chicanery at 
work. This is where magicians can come in. No matter how well educated, or 
how basically intelligent, trained, or observant a scientist may be, s/he may be a 
poor judge of a methodology employed in deliberate deception.

I particularly like the way our associate, magician and skeptic Jamy Ian 
Swiss, has expressed this point:

Any magician worth his salt will tell you that the smarter an audience, the 
more easily fooled they are. That’s a very counterintuitive idea. But it’s why 
scientists, for example, get in trouble with psychics and such types. Scientists 
aren’t trained to study something that’s deceptive. Did you ever hear of a 
sneaky amoeba? I don’t think so. You know, they don’t get together on the slide 
and go, “Hey, let’s fool the big guy.”

It’s not a novel notion to call in a trickster for advice. In England, famous 
magician John Nevil Maskelyne [1839-1917] appeared in a courtroom to 
demonstrate how spiritualist fakers were working their swindles on vulnerable 
victims, with great success. French illusionist Gérard Majax and Italy’s 
Massimo Polidoro have repeatedly exposed a variety of swindlers in 
throughout Europe.

Harry Houdini stood on the floor of the U.S. Congress and stridently 
denounced a variety of hoaxers, flaunting his cash prize for an example of a 
supernatural feat that would prove him wrong. Magicians like Penn & Teller and 
others have stepped forward to express their expert opinions concerning 
expensive and wasteful pursuits of chimeras.

What we need now is to formalize this. We magicians have to make it 
clear that the insights we need to be magicians can be leveraged in the scientific 
method, and that we are on call. And scientists have to be open to the idea that 
a magician just might be the most important research associate on the team 
when it comes to looking into anomalous claims.

Sir Arthur C. Clarke’s Third Law states: “Any sufficiently advanced 
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” Had I been at Arthur’s elbow as he 
wrote those words, I’d have suggested adding: “to the uninformed observer.” 
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The techniques of the conjuror — or of the “psychic” performer — are apparently 
magic to even some of the best-intentioned scientists.

So, scientists, what do you say? We magicians look pretty good in lab 
coats, too.
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